Moving the Rock

Seven Levers WE Can Press to Transform Education
INTRODUCTION

Impossible is not a fact. It’s an opinion. Impossible is not a declaration. It’s a dare. Impossible is potential. Impossible is temporary. Impossible is nothing.

Muhammad Ali

The future is here—it’s just not evenly distributed.

William Gibson

For four decades I have crisscrossed my own country and visited nearly 50 more. I have shared bottles of bad whiskey with cowboys in smoky Wyoming bars, fine wines with Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, and dirty glasses of bathtub vodka with Siberian oilmen in freezing Gulag-era shacks. I have cast for marlin on a millionaire’s yacht and pulled in fishing nets with Filipino fisher folk who just hope for dinner when those nets are set each day. I have broken bread with Hindus in ornate Indian temples, shared seared lamb with Uzbek Muslims, sung hymns in towering Gothic Catholic cathedrals, and held hands in New Age prayer circles. I have friends and colleagues who are rock-ribbed conservatives, wild-eyed liberals, and card-carrying Communists. I have researched alongside leading scientists and parsed biblical cannon with creationist fundamentalists.

There is only one shared dream that I have heard from all of these people across all of these seeming divides: that our children be happy, successful,
and lead lives better than those of our own. And nearly everyone in every country and every station in life agrees that education is key to the fulfillment of that dream. The value of education is where, despite all that divides us, we mostly come together.

The problem is that education is stuck in a past that no longer exists for our children. This book is about how we unstick it, and the roles each of us—teacher, parent, student, administrator, business leader, foundation director, college professor, president and admissions officer, every member of the community who knows how critical education is to our collective future—can play. Some professional educators, and many others who have grown weary, perhaps even callous, to the seemingly unmoving rock of education, will think the future I describe is wildly improbable, that the calls to action I suggest are scary, unlikely, or a bit crazy. Fortunately, there is a rapidly rising tide of others who know that this future is inevitable and that all we have to do is climb over our fears, find the big points of leverage that are already working in schools and communities around the country and around the world, and just do it. We need to stop arguing about the nature of the problem and start building a tsunami of momentum around big, audacious solutions.

Unlike others who have tackled the problems, inequities, and inadequacies of traditional K–12 education, in this book I propose that we stop fighting the forces that have kept education stuck. There is another way. I propose we use leverage where we—the large and growing minority of educators, students, parents, community business groups, researchers, philanthropists, journalists, and social media actors—have nearly total control. I hope the levers I propose are a bit crazy, because, friends, coloring inside the lines is not working and our kids are the ones suffering for it. We live in a time when we have proven that disruptive innovations can lead to dramatic, positive change; it is time we stop tweaking at the margins of K–12 education because we know audacity works. It is up to us. It is up to you.

Virtually every human institution—economic, social, political, religious—is in a state of fundamental reconfiguration, except education, which structurally is largely unchanged from the highly successful
system that evolved during the mid-19th-century demand for a population literate enough to fuel the rise of industry, democracy, and imperialism. The current system of education was never designed to deliver equitable outcomes to all learners, nor was it designed to meet the challenges our students will face in a world that is very different from that of the 19th and 20th centuries. Radical change to this outdated system of education over the next generation is inevitable because the needs of our students have changed. Our current model of “school”—students constrained by the industrial model of time in a classroom, knowledge bound up in textbooks, teachers shoveling lessons at students like coal into a furnace, learning parsed into seven prepackaged subjects, students graded and advanced according to meaningless averages—cannot possibly withstand the dissonance between what we have today and what our students and our society need to embrace the future.

The march of human history has never withstood such dissonance over time. The transformation of education will not be even, smooth, or equal. But it is inevitable, it is already happening, and 20 or 30 years is just not a lot of time relative to the increased pace at which human systems have changed in the past. The agrarian revolution took 10,000 years to fully change the path of human history; the industrial revolution 200 years; the information revolution less than two generations. Many thoughtful scientists and behaviorists predict that the “singularity,” the point at which powerful artificial intelligence is capable of self-evolution, is less than a generation away. The gap between where education is and where it needs to be is to fulfill the basic mission of preparing young people to meet the challenge of their future is on us today, and we have a very short period of time to either meet that challenge or watch as our education system, in which we all have so much invested, is pitched into irrelevance.

The Why, What, and How of Educational Change

My head hurts every time I see another article, vodcast, or TED Talk preaching that education must change. That train has already left the station! All of the arguments about why education must change can be summarized in less than a sentence, a simple paraphrase of the godfather
of modern education, John Dewey, more than a century ago: *The world is changing at an ever-increasing rate and we have to prepare our students for that future, not for the past.* We desperately need to move beyond the discussion of *why* education must change.

Similarly, the question of *what* education must look like in the future, although not wholly formed, is increasingly coming into focus. In this book we will touch briefly on *what* great education looks like now and in the future, but many others have covered those topics with insight, examples, depth, and clarity. I have asked thousands of Americans—parents, students, teachers, and interested community members—what they think great learning looks like, what skills and abilities young people will need to lead happy and successful lives in a less knowable future, and the answers are in remarkable agreement: Deeper learning is better than shallow, student-centric learning is better than teacher-centric classrooms, questions and curiosity are more important than rote answers, understanding and wisdom are more important than mere knowledge.

The great transformation in which education is engaged in the first quarter of this 21st century is simply this: We are changing our focus from *what we teach* to *how we learn.* Forward-leaning schools are shifting, in the words of Bo Adams, from *teaching organizations* to *learning organizations.* Perhaps most of all, we are remembering that great learning is not the mere *transaction* of knowledge. Although that transaction is important, truly great learning centers on the *relationship* between learner and teacher, learner and co-learners, learner and self, and learner and the experience of learning.

That leaves us with the critical and unanswered question of *how* education will make this enormous leap in such a short period of time, when we have been dramatically unsuccessful at making even a fraction of the leap over the last several decades. So far, well-intentioned solutions to pay teachers more, or fire teachers who are not good at their jobs, or build more schools, or lengthen the school day, or change the learning standards, or add more testing, or decrease testing have failed to move the needle very much. These solutions have failed because they are tweaks to a system that is in need of change, not by pruning, but at the roots.
How we transform education from the ground up, not a tweak or a reform, not for a few schools and a few students, but at scale, is the subject of this book. The problem is not that we lack the knowledge; we have examples all over the country and around the world of learning environments that offer a profoundly deeper, richer, better learning experience to their students. The problem is that we have failed to bring those solutions to scale. Every discussion about how to change education, based soundly on history and experience, grinds up against an enormous rock of systemic inertia. This rock is very real, very large, and has proven impossible to move very far from where it took root more than 100 years ago, despite the pull of necessity and the push of smart and well-meaning people.

Overcoming Inertia

Many, if not most, educators, parents, students, elected officials, and community stakeholders have given up, their heads sore or bloody from banging time and time again against this seemingly immovable rock. A growing number of families have found their way around the rock, or they are among the lucky who, because of personal or local economic and political conditions, have never been trapped by the rock. But moving the rock at scale, in a way that benefits the vast majority of students across widely diverse social and economic chasms, has been a Sisyphean myth. And yet, similar to the revolutions of farming, industry, and computing, it is utterly inevitable that the rock will move and that dramatic movement will take place in the very near future.

Simple physics tells us that a body at rest stays at rest until a force moves it. The big rock of K–12 education has tremendous mass, which means it sits firmly rooted with equally tremendous inertia. It will move only with the application of forces that are greater than the inertia that
holds it in place. For decades, people of goodwill and sincere intent have prodded the system, looking for that adjustment in the design of school styles that would improve student outcomes. For decades, contrarian forces with which we are all familiar—the political left and right, government state houses, corporate and labor interests and those who savagely oppose those interests, funding and budgets that move from here to there and back again, research and studies that first say this program and then that one is the answer—have pushed on the rock in opposing directions with little net effect. The result is that education has grown more deeply resistant to real change than almost any social institution in the last century.

And yet, the rock has started to move, and unlike the familiar pendulum swings of education in the past, the new vector is irreversible. We have arrived at a major inflection point where the curve of global economic, social, environmental, and technological change is rising so steeply that fundamental alterations in our education system are inevitable. But that movement is still too slow and it is terribly uneven. Students with fewer societal supports and access to resources continue to be far less likely to participate in the leading edge of these changes, which means they are left farther behind as the leading edge accelerates.

What if we could move the static rock of education much more quickly? What if we found that we had a relatively small number of really huge “levers” that, if pressed firmly and synergistically, would actually move the rock in a dramatic fashion? Most important, what if those levers needed absolutely no resources or permission from the opposing political, economic, and social interests that have so successfully battled to keep the rock right where it sits for so long? And what if those levers already exist today, needing nothing more than our collective will to firmly grab hold and press hard?

This book is about those levers. Over the last several years I have visited more than 125 schools and districts around the country and
interacted with well over 10,000 educators. I am the lucky guy without a job that keeps me tied to one school all day, so I get to read, observe, listen, imagine, synthesize, and dream. I put together input from that work, and then I reached out to about 80 other educational stakeholders: thought leaders, teachers, district administrators, researchers, and students. Most of the adults I have interviewed for this book share two other very important attributes: They all attended school themselves in the past, and many are parents or grandparents of children who will either thrive in a system tuned to their needs . . . or just muddle along with what many schools provide today.

I distilled what I heard from all of these stakeholders, and each major theme comprises a chapter of this book. Some of these levers have been lying nearly dormant for years or decades, ready for an explosive resurrection when the time was right. Some have been percolating at schools around the country and around the world, needing only the right conditions to move from isolated brushfires of innovation to successful use on a massive scale. Still others were born in just the last few years as new technologies intersect with this singular moment of enormous need and dramatic opportunity.

In addition to the key thesis that these levers must not require permission or empowerment from the forces that create systemic inertia, I set the following boundary conditions when deciding what levers to focus on:

- They align with the best interests of our students, even when those interests conflict with the interests of other powerful stakeholders.
- Many educators, parents, and students want these levers to be pressed.
- Each addresses a specific obstacle that has frustrated education reformers for years or decades and either breaks that obstacle or allows us to go around it in the very near future, with little or no increase in expense.
- All are completely possible today; in fact, they are already happening today in many schools. The only missing ingredient to bring them to scale is our collective will.
Where This Book Takes Us

In Chapter One I describe, based on the interviews I conducted for this book, a consensus view of what K–12 education will look like in 20 to 25 years. When taken together, it is a dramatically different picture than the institution we call “school” today and far beyond anything that most of us are thinking about. The consensus is that these dramatic changes to an institution that has remained largely unchanged for well over a century are inevitable. This is the future we have to plan for, and the trajectory we must initiate by pressing on big, audacious, nontraditional levers.

In Chapters Two through Eight I describe each of the seven levers that I have distilled from these interviews and work with schools since 2013:

Lever 1: **Create the Demand for Better Schools.** Unlike just a decade ago, education is now subject to the market forces of supply and demand. All over the country, parents and families are voting with their feet and money. They are demanding a different approach to learning and seeking out nontraditional learning opportunities that meet those demands. Everyone in the community now has a direct pathway to influence schools toward a deeper learning experience.

Lever 2: **Build School-Community Learning Laboratories.** Traditional schools are disconnected from their own communities and the powerful learning resources those communities can provide. We need to massively reconnect school and world in ways that deepen learning, better prepare students for life after school in the real world, and get broader community skin in the game. We need our students and teachers to “see the possible” in action in our own communities and with peers who can share their challenges and triumphs.

Lever 3: **Encourage Open Access to Knowledge.** The rapid growth in the quality and availability of free, fully vetted curriculum, learning materials, and remarkable web-based knowledge sources will lead to the demise of expensive textbooks and other canned, outdated content delivery mechanisms. Schools can realize massive savings and redirect those scarce resources to much more critical needs while also providing learning materials that are better for our students and teachers.
Lever 4: **Fix How We Measure Student Success and Admit Students to College.** Schools are afraid to adopt changes that might jeopardize their students’ chances at college admissions. This fear among parents and students is one of the most powerful obstructions to school change. We are starting to see major cracks in this dam as colleges and high schools have begun to rethink what they value most, how to measure those values in individual students, and how to kill off the curse of test-driven education.

Lever 5: **Teach the Teachers What They Really Need to Know.** Most postsecondary education schools are still preparing young teachers for an industrial age learning model that is on the wane, not the rise. We need a rapid, widespread, collaborative national overhaul of the teacher education program, led by courageous future-focused educators from research universities, teaching colleges, and the end users in K–12 schools.

Lever 6: **Connect, Flow, and Rethink “School.”** One set of levers for school change is being forged right now: a new universal set of pathways for creating and sharing information in the age of true digital transformation. Rapidly evolving virtual technologies will allow and force us to restructure learning . . . if educators help lead the way through our knowledge of how great learning actually occurs.

Lever 7: **Lead Change from Where You Are.** Few educators have ever received training in the skills of management and organizational leadership that promote dynamic innovation in many of our leading companies . . . but are nearly absent in schools. Teachers and administrators need universal access to modern leadership skills that embrace, rather than stymie, change and innovation.

At the end of each of these chapters I suggest ways that each of us—parents, students, teachers, administrators, philanthropists, members of the university and business communities—can collectively turn the pioneering work of others into school transformation at scale. Some of the suggestions are for people and schools that are just starting to imagine such a transformation; others are for those who are more advanced. Some of these “challenges” may sound outlandish, impossible, or just plain
dreamy... which is exactly what we need. But the fact is that almost all of these suggestions are based on what is already working today in schools and communities just like yours.

In Chapter Nine I lay out additional concrete, achievable actions that each of us can take to lend our weight to these levers, sorted by the hat you wear: teacher, student, administrator, parent, businessperson, and more. Now, I am not naive in thinking that these changes will explode across the system of K–12 education all at once; ecosystems do not adjust overnight. New species don’t just pop up with all the right parts in all the right places; they evolve. What you do, the pieces that you tackle, the problems you solve, and the levers you press on will cumulatively change the system at scale. By each pressing somewhere, we collectively apply forces that actually move the rock. Not to completely give away my age and influences, but I believe it was the not-so-famous Wavy Gravy, who on the morning of the second day of the Woodstock Festival, looked out from the stage and shouted to the cold sea of people, grass, and mud: “It’s about all of us, man; we’re all helping each other!”

Finally, in a short Chapter Ten, I conclude with some big-picture takeaways and thoughts on the trajectory of schools that hope to intersect the inevitable future of education. And, at the end, I list organizations and resources cited by chapter (with hot links in the e-version of the book) so you have a great list to start connecting with others who have already pioneered pathways on all seven of the big levers of school transformation.

**Resources for This Book**

In addition to formal interviews and the distillation of hundreds or thousands of informal conversations with educators, I also had access to several other rich veins of unpublished collective thinking about these levers. John Gulla is the executive director of the EE Ford Foundation, a family philanthropic organization that supports independent high
schools. John has freely shared with me his thoughts from visiting more than 200 schools around the country that are trying, in myriad ways, to reinvent elements of learning. I also was granted access to a study commissioned by The Peddie School, a day-boarding school in New Jersey that gathered insight from about 30 national thought leaders from inside and outside of education on the challenges that public and private schools face in the next two decades.

A rich resource that stretched my own ability to map the ground of education today and in the future was the research done in 2014–2015 by my colleague Julie Wilson, founder and executive director of the Institute for the Future of Learning. Julie was contracted by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation to gather insight into major trends, obstacles, and opportunities in K–12 education. She conducted phone and lengthy written-response interviews with more than a dozen well-known education thought and action leaders. Julie and the foundation made the results of her work available to me, and you will see citations from her report in several of the succeeding chapters.

**What We Will Not Cover**

No book can cover the entire map of the challenges of K–12 education, and I won’t try here. Many of these key elements of the education revolution are being addressed by other researchers and authors: testing, standards-based instruction, project-based learning, the history and evolution of what we now recognize as a rigid, “industrial” model of education, changes in technology, and more. I have cited a number of these people and authoritative sources throughout the book and encourage you to add them to your libraries and learning communities.

There is one enormous subject I am intentionally not going to address, but which is, without a shred of doubt, the biggest obstacle to real education transformation: poverty. I want to forcefully emphasize that none of the levers I propose in this book will magically solve the problems of poverty and the special needs of students and families who are underserved by our society as a whole. There is a pervasive, entrenched, and in fact deepening
and widening gap between those who have the realistic potential to take advantage of the value of a great education and those for whom the deck is overwhelmingly and unfavorably stacked. This trend is particularly pervasive in the United States but is certainly present in many developed and developing countries. Paul Tough, in his book *Helping Children Succeed*, sums up the depth of the problem: “In 2013, the United States reached an educational milestone. For the first time, a majority of the country’s public school students—51 percent of them, to be precise—fell below the federal government’s threshold for being ‘low income,’” writes Paul. “Helping poor kids succeed is now, by definition, the central mission of American public schools and, by extension, a central responsibility of the American public. It is a responsibility we are failing to meet.”

Students, families, teachers, and entire communities of poverty face daily obstacles beyond the imagination of the rest of us: crime, hunger, shelter, social disconnection, and as Robert Putnam so thoroughly demonstrates in his must-read book *Our Kids*, radically diminished access to many of the most basic support networks that the rest of us take for granted. Families of students with profound special needs face equally daunting obstacles for which I can’t promise any solution because that is not my area of understanding. Education under these conditions of inadequate basic supports is an enormous strain on students, families, and teachers, and additional strain caused by leading the charge of large-scale change is probably unrealistic for some of these communities, at least for now.

That does not mean that poor communities and disadvantaged students will all be left behind, that poor schools and students cannot take on these challenges along with those more well served. To the contrary, there are examples in every community, every day, of these remarkable successes, of the richness of learning that takes place through and with the people, pride, and depth that all communities possess. A number of stories in this book reflect schools and individuals that are making this leap despite overwhelming odds. In fact, as we will see in the next chapter, as we look to what is inevitable about the transformation of schools in the next 20 to 25 years, many of the localized physical, social, and economic constraints experienced by underserved students and families will begin to erode with the growth of a vastly more networked, connected universe.
of learners and learning supporters. But I believe that poverty, similar to climate change and social justice, is one of those profound challenges to be tackled and solved by a well-educated populace, not one that must be solved before we can enact a new vision of education. I wish it were not so.

The Goal Is Deeper Learning

If we are going to transform education away from an assembly line model that worked well for the industrial age, we have to decide what we are transforming toward—the what of great learning that I mentioned. Among teachers, parents, students, and members of the university and business communities—who all have enormous stakes in how our students are being prepared for the future—there is vastly more agreement than disagreement about what great learning looks like. Yet although teachers and students may be aligned with what great learning outcomes are, they have a much harder time picturing a process of learning that is not a mirror of the past. Too many schools are still based on “doing learning to learners,” when what we need is a system in which the learning is done “by and with the learner.”

I am going to use a simple phrase—deeper learning—to capture these attributes and goals. In describing how education must evolve, others use terms such as 21st-century learning or transformational learning, and the educational community has gradually learned what these terms, in general, mean. Over the last several years, it seems that we are increasingly coalescing around the term deeper learning to describe a post-traditional, postindustrial, post–assembly line system of education that captures the essence of how schools are changing. I want to at least minimally define that term, which will show up many times in this book.

In 2013 the Hewlett Foundation defined deeper learning as “an umbrella term for the skills and knowledge that students must possess to succeed in 21st century jobs and civic life. At its
heart it is a set of competencies students must master in order to develop a keen understanding of academic content and apply their knowledge to problems in the classroom and on the job.” The six core competencies (about which readers may find a much more detailed articulation by simple web searches of deeper learning) are

- Mastering core academic content
- Thinking critically and solving complex problems
- Working collaboratively
- Communicating effectively
- Learning how to learn
- Developing academic mind-sets

Educators, schools, districts, and their community partners add meat to these bones in many different ways, and those who subscribe to the overall thesis also generally agree that there is no single cookbook recipe that works for all. Students and schools vary enormously in their needs and so must their learning. Having said that, I think there is a relatively discreet list of ways that schools are subscribing to, and implementing, the core ideas and competencies of deeper learning:

- Organizing learning on large, cross-disciplinary themes and ideas, not a small number of separate subject areas
- Empowering students with the responsibility to take concrete ownership of their learning process, including the ability to make choices based on interests and passions
- Students and teachers engaging in creating, not just transferring and consuming, knowledge
- Greater flexibility in the structure of the school day, with fewer hard-wired time periods
- Finding learning opportunities for students and adults outside the classroom, in the surrounding community, and among globally connected networks
- Building robust, sustainable communities of interest-based learning beyond the physical boundaries of classroom and campus
• Stretching and breaking the paradigm of one teacher and a fixed group of students
• Assessment and progress of students based on demonstrated competency, not just the time spent in a classroom or performance on tests that measure short-term memory
• Matching of students and adults during the day and year based on dynamic drivers of mutual interest and the needs of the individual student
• Vastly greater distribution of leadership and decision-making authority that allows risk-taking

It is in broadening the depth and reach of schools and districts that value, nurture, allow, empower, and expect these themes to drive the learning experience that the levers in this book can play such critical roles.

A Couple of Other Points

At several points in the book I will write harshly about standardized tests. These tests are not fundamentally bad as some would suggest; asking students to take exams that measure their progress and knowledge is an important part of education. We have to be able to measure things to know if we are getting the outcomes that we want. What I and many others believe is killing education is the overuse and misuse of standardized tests, where their impact is vastly exaggerated and abused.

Similarly, standards help teachers determine what to teach and how to teach it effectively. People frequently ask me where I stand on the issue of the Common Core Standards; in our increasingly polarized society it is comforting to be able to pigeonhole someone as being in the “for” or “against” camp about something controversial. So, here is what I think about the Common Core: I think there are people of goodwill, and who have the best interest of students in mind, who fall at opposite ends of this question, but I am not one of them. I find that many schools that are trying to build a deeper learning experience for their students agree with me when I say this: If your school or district views the Common Core as a
bar you are trying to reach, it will be difficult to create a true deeper learning experience. If, however, your school reads these standards carefully, and views the Common Core as a floor on which to build upwards, there is nothing to fear, and the standards can be a good starting point. I am pretty sure that every one of the schools that I cite in this book for leading the way in deeper learning experiences is also meeting Common Core Standards.

Finally, I have tried to write this book with a diverse audience in mind. I am sure that many readers will be professional educators, but I hope that many are not, so I have tried to keep the use of educational jargon to a minimum. I can’t avoid the use of one word that will sound “jargony” to non-educators: pedagogy. There is just no other word to replace it; it is a good word! Don’t be afraid; pedagogy just refers to methods of teaching or instruction. Teachers who lecture for 45 minutes, for example, are using a different pedagogy than teachers who help their students find problems and collaboratively solve them. The evolution from the model of learning that most of us adults experienced when we were in school to a deeper learning model starts with a change in pedagogy.

## Let’s Roll

I can’t count the times over the last five years that I wished some smart marketing team had never suggested the slogan “Just Do It” to Nike, Inc. It is the perfect call to action for all of us who have a stake in great education. But who wants to risk a copyright lawsuit from one of the biggest companies on the planet? So, alternately, and with complete respect, I remind us of that morning in September 2001, after two planes had slammed into the World Trade Center and one into the Pentagon, that on a fourth plane, United Flight 93, passenger Todd Beamer courageously asked his teammates, “Are you ready? OK. Let’s roll.” The first entry in *Wikipedia* under the topic “let’s roll” says that it is a “colloquial catchphrase that has been used extensively as a command to move and start an activity, attack, mission, or project.” Well, it is time to stop pushing the education rock back and forth, to stop inactive talk, to stop obsessing over the fine points of disagreement, and to stop pointing fingers of blame about why schools
are failing to serve all of our students. This is our responsibility, our critical mission, not someone else’s, and we can’t shrug it off. It is time to roll.

Throughout this book I share examples of teachers, students, schools, parents, districts, and other community stakeholders who are already pressing hard on these levers of change. I could write a book 10 times as long with all of the examples I have uncovered, and I have only uncovered a fraction of the incredible transformation that is taking place in schools and communities across America, let alone the rest of the world. Is there a magic formula that will change schools overnight like Cinderella’s pumpkin? No. Unfortunately change at scale will not be as fast or as equitable as we would like, but we can move from isolated successful pilots to scaled implementation when possible, and we have to do that now. If we continue to micro-focus on the value of one standardized test over another, the political correctness of a few sentences in a history text, the correct science sequence in high school, or the relative value of one math or literacy approach over the other, we will condemn at least another generation of students to spend their entire formative lifetimes in a system that is not preparing them for their futures as well as we can. That is just not morally acceptable.

With that, let’s roll.

It is time to stop pushing the education rock back and forth, to stop inactive talk, to stop obsessing over the fine points of disagreement, and to stop pointing fingers of blame about why schools are failing to serve all of our students.
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